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Hi All 

I hope that this newsletter finds you all well and for those who are currently 

undergoing treatment, I hope that you’re keeping positive and in good 

spirits. As always, if you need to talk, please don’t hesitate to pick up the 

phone to me or anotehr member of the group – you are not alone 

We’re now in to Autumn but whilst it’s chilly at night, the day time 

temperature seems to be unusually high for this time of year which is lovely. 

It’s a great time of year to get out and take a walk around the countryside 

to enjoy the autumn colours. I’ve detailed below the fabulous local 

National Trust locations that you may wish to take a day out to visit 

As we head towards November, a reminder that we have a Pink Stall at 

the Catholaity Fair which is being held this year at Cardinal Newman 

School in the Upper Drive, Hove. I’d be grateful for any contribution that 

you can make 

• Prizes for the Tombola 

• Help wrapping prized up a few days before the event 

• Help on the day manning the stall even if it’s for just a couple of 

hours  

Please let me know if you can help in any way. 

Proceeds from the stall will go towards our annual Christmas Party. This year 

we will be asking you to let us know if you are coming for catering 

purposes. We provisionally have 17th pencilled in but this may change, and 

I will confirm the date in next month’s newletter 

I look forward to seeing you at Monday’s meeting 

Best wishes 

Gwen 

 

 

 

October 15 

Our Monthly Group 

Meeting  

 

November 10 

Our Pink Stall at  

Catholaity Fair, 

Cardinal Newman 

School 

 

November 19 

Our Monthly Group 

Meeting 

  

 

December 17 

Provsional Date  

for our Christmas  

Party 

 

 

 

 

Macmillan 

 Horizon Centre,  

Bristol Gate (opp 

A&E at the RSCH)  

NOTE change in 

time to 6.15pm  

to 8.15pm  
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Autumn colour in and 

around Sussex 
Enjoy a walk in a gentle landscape of autumn colour in parks and 

gardens across West Sussex. From Petworth Park to Nymans, find 

your favourite shade of bronze, gold and red this season. 
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For more information about these beautiful places visit The National Trust website 

https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/lists/autumn-colour-in-and-around-west-sussex 
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Cancer Diagnosis and Movement by Alex Golding   

    

This article isn’t going to offer you a ‘cure’ for cancer, nor is it going to pretend that it is going to be 

easy. What it is going to offer you is hard research on the subject, which shows promising 

possibilities for the prevention of a secondary recurrence of cancer.  

I have recently trained in the CU Fitter Award in the Applied Delivery of Cancer Exercise, which 

began my journey in understanding what cancer really is, and how we can try to fight it. There is a 

new way of thinking which views all disease as caused by inflammation in the body, and not from 

bacteria and viruses (see Carol M. Davis’ work). Inflammation is a result of the immune system 

being out of balance. Thus, looking at the whole body and helping to kick start the immune system 

is central in the fight against cancer. I am not claiming that a bit of yoga can cure cancer, but please 

bear with me and read on about the research in this article.  

As part of Carol M. Davis’ research on anti-metastasis exercise, her group found that statistically, 

most people die from cancer metastases, not from the primary cancer. So, it is the circulating 

tumour cells to other locations in the body that can be targeted. In 1980, Leonard Weiss showed 

that circulating tumour cells in animal blood could be completely eradicated by muscle contraction 

and deep lung inspiration. That is, exercise and breathing deeply. Okay, the research was a long 

time ago, and yes it looks at animals, but what they showed was that these travelling cancer cells 

were larger than the red and white blood cells. So, to move through the capillaries, they needed to 

squeeze into a long oblong shape. However, with the added pressure of the deep breathing and 

muscle contraction, it stretched the cancer cell membrane so that the cell died. 

In humans at rest, red blood cells travel through lungs in one second and muscles in two minutes, 

but during exercise, this is increased to ½ second and 30 seconds, respectively. So, the speed plus 

the extra resistance from exercise and deep breathing puts extra pressure on the cancer cell. 
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Accordingly, Carol M. Davis’ project recommended breathing deeply, aerobic exercise and muscle 

resistance training to reduce the effects of cancer, cancer treatments and the likelihood of a 

secondary recurrence.  

In 1992, Weiss took these studies further and found that tumour cells injected into human 

quadriceps contracted to their shortest length and into lungs during maximal inspiration were 

destroyed. The aim, therefore, is to get the blood pumping around the body as much as possible as 

it is filtered through the capillaries as we exercise. We also want to place the body’s muscles under 

a certain stress whilst breathing deeply to rupture these circulating tumour cells.  

‘Cancer cells are those that have forgotten how to die’ (Nurse, Royal Marsden Hospital). They 

evade the normal lifecycle of a cell and keep on going, so we need to help them die. In 2014, 

Cancer Research UK claimed that 163, 444 people died from cancer. However, 38% could have 

been prevented. 38%. That’s a staggering figure. Our likelihood of developing cancer depends on 

our inherited genetics (10%), but mostly from the environment, including lifestyle factors (nutrition, 

physical activity, smoking), exposure to harmful agents (ultraviolet light), medical treatments 

(radiation) and pollution. What I am suggesting in line with Carol M. Davis’ work is that all these 

lifestyle factors alongside our genetic predispositions cause inflammations in the body. The cancer 

is a toxin, the effects of which need to be reduced. It inflames our tissues, leading to further 

imbalances. We can help reverse this process through yoga and exercise.  

In 2017, A Macmillan Cancer Support review showed strong evidence that exercise positively 

affects physical function, fatigue, well-being, body composition and arm dysfunction. So, strangely, 

yes, exercise makes you feel less tired. It is grade A level of research, which is the best out there. 

So, weekly moderate-intensity exercise can reduce the likelihood of a recurrence of cancer or death 

from cancer by: 

o 40% for breast cancer with 2½ hours 

o 50% for colo-rectal cancer with 6 hours 

o 30% for prostate cancer with 3 hours.  

These statistics alone should inspire us all to get moving! Just as it was for the research on a 

healthy heart and exercise, so it is becoming for cancer. 
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The idea is that we gradually build up to health-related physical activity. The UK guidelines state 

that exercise is safe during and after treatment, which is what we want to hear considering that 

treatment can be weeks or months (radiotherapy and chemotherapy) or years (hormone therapy). 

Exercise offsets the negative side effects of treatment, such as weight gain, fatigue, loss of function, 

lymphoedema, osteoporosis and increased cardiovascular disease risk. It can even improve the 

effectiveness of the treatment itself as the client is fitter and more able to withstand the effects. It 

only takes 3-4 weeks for prehabilitation exercise to work! Once diagnosed, it usually takes 4 weeks 

before treatment commences, so there is enough time. 

The basic message of this article is that if you have been diagnosed with cancer, see an exercise 

specialist and get moving. It is vital to have a pre-exercise assessment to obtain a full medical 

history for safety reasons and to create motivational goals about exactly what it is you want to get 

out of an exercise/yoga programme. 

So, what can my classes offer you? 

There are many benefits to moving, as I name above, but moving with awareness and intelligence 

provides something more. Carol M. Davis suggests that inflammation is reduced if we stay present 

to the position of our bodies (proprioception) and what we feel inside (interoception). This is what 

my yoga classes can offer you: a gentle encouragement to notice your breath, inner sensations and 

body position as you move. It is that simple.  

I have structured the class to incorporate breath awareness: can we be aware of how our breath 

changes as a result of stress or anxious thoughts, etc? All that is required is to gently notice. Can 

we undo our habits and find the natural movement of the breath, which subtly elongates the spine, 

bringing health? From here, we can bring in the deep breathing that Carol. M Davis talks about. The 

movements in the class build us up incrementally, activating all the muscle groups, thus creating a 

little tension and contraction to get the lymph and blood moving around our bodies. The class also 

includes certain energy releasing techniques to deal with our held emotions, such as anger, fear 

etc. As Peter Levine said, ‘pain is trapped sensation’. Our blocked, suppressed emotions can turn 

up as pain in the body. And, emotions just are sensations in the body that result from a thought, 

memory or perception of the world. Therefore, I include tapping, using the finger tips to lightly tap 

certain body parts, whilst we are noticing our felt sensations that underlie our emotions, pain and 

experience. It never fails to uplift, energise and revitalise. After all, the aim is to feel better.  

www.brighton-sea-yoga-com  
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Halloween pumpkin cake
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